
Chapter I 
Evidence of Brokenness 

 
The title of this book is “The Broken Economy.” So how broken are we? 

As suggested in the introduction, our economy is a bit like the charming, handsome guy-

next-door in a murder mystery. On the surface, he seems a delightful human being, a great neighbor. 

He has great clothes, great hair, a nice car, a well-manicured lawn, and a lovely wife. Unfortunately, 

what lies beneath the surface is terrifying, murderous and broken.  

Similarly, our economy has all the trappings of an advanced, prosperous, world-leader. Our 

national income per capita is high, the level of efficiency with which we produce goods and services 

is among the highest globally, we possess tremendous wealth, our higher education system draws 

thousands of international students annually, and we produce a very large number of medical, IT 

and manufacturing innovations.1  

But what lies beneath those aggregate indicators is terrifying, murderous and broken. This 

chapter will provide a partial account of the indicators that suggest our economy has gone terribly 

wrong. It will not discuss every indicator in detail, but will instead focus in greater depth on three 

broad indicators: 

1. The distributions of income and wealth in general, across the entire population;  

2. The distributions of income and wealth across races and ethnicities; and  

3. The full set of characteristics of work in lower-wage jobs.  

To be sure, many authors have drawn attention to the components of this overall picture. I compile 

the results of these researchers’ work here to motivate the discussion that links these outcomes to 

the widespread narratives that both excuse them and perpetuate them. 

I choose these three because they reflect some of the most glaring evidence of brokenness 

that affects large swaths of the population, and because they can be shown to be the product of 

conscious decisions on the part of government policymakers and private firms, guided in part by 

their prevailing narratives. Income inequality has garnered much attention in the popular and 

academic media, so my depiction of brokenness would be incomplete without a thorough 

presentation of the basic facts. I also want to refocus the discussion of income away from 

inequality—the relative size of upper and lower incomes—and towards the absolute size of incomes, 

relative to reasonable estimates of the cost of living.  

 
1 The U.S. ranks second in patent and trademark applications, and fourth in industrial design applications in 2019 
(behind China), according to the 2020 World Intellectual Property Indicators. 



The wealth distribution is a critical measure of brokenness in that wealth reflects the 

cumulative, generational access to opportunities to build up resources, and because wealth serves so 

many important functions for families. Wealth buffers families from fluctuations in income (job loss 

or hours reduction) or spending (unexpected health expenses, or large bills for home or auto 

maintenance). And it can be used to finance education, purchase a home or start a business, all of 

which can contribute further to wealth over time.2  

The disparities in income and wealth across races and ethnicities are stark. To the point of 

this book, they have arisen largely because of conscious decisions to deny access to opportunity that 

white families have had. As we will see in the next chapter, the systemic institutional racism that 

drove policies to deny access intersects with a narrative that imputes all success to individual effort, 

in a particularly chilling way.  

Finally, the characteristics of low-wage work matter to millions of workers who struggle to 

make ends meet in the lower deciles of the income distribution—not only because wages are low, 

but because benefits are incomplete, schedules are unpredictable, the child care that is needed to be 

at work is costly and of variable quality, and the say that workers have in all these conditions is 

minimal. This chapter will review some of the earlier history of our economy, in part to show that 

not only could we conceive of and implement a different set of arrangements for low-wage work, in 

fact we did conceive of and implement a different set of arrangements for a good part of the 20th 

century.  

These three signs of brokenness should be sufficient to make the argument that our 

economy needs help. But indeed a host of other indicators of brokenness are apparent, and a 

number will be more briefly discussed later in this chapter. 

  

The distribution of income 

The rather unequal distribution of income across the U.S. economy’s residents is well-

documented, in recent widely-cited research from scholars Thomas Pikkety and Emmanuel Saez 

 
2 As I will discuss later, both homeownership and entrepreneurship are not sure-fire ways to build wealth. They have 
been powerful channels to wealth-building for white homeowners in affluent neighborhoods, and for the successful 
subset of all entrepreneurs. But there are significant risks in blithely prescribing these channels as ways to equalize wealth 
outcomes across racial and ethnic categories. 



(2003), and Piketty, Saez and Gabriel Zucman (2018), and in earlier research with roots extending 

back at least to the 1950s34.  

As I will stress throughout, while the inequality of incomes is distressing, I will focus even 

more on the low absolute level of incomes, or more specifically on the level of incomes relative to 

the cost of basic necessities. It’s not that inequality doesn’t matter. It’s that one might at least feel 

better about the inequality we currently experience if the bottom earners (along with the chronically 

unemployed) had stable incomes sufficient to meet all basic needs without government assistance. 

Of course, for a fixed amount of income in the economy, the only way to change the earnings of the 

lowest earners is to redistribute from the high earners. That may well be a part of the solution, as 

we’ll discuss later, and I am in favor of measures that redistribute. But it will be less necessary to 

redistribute income if some of the remedies to our brokenness entail brining more people into the 

labor force, raising aggregate income and thus reducing the need for redistribution. That, however, is 

a rather long-term goal.  

 

The basic facts about the income distribution 

Our economy, as a natural consequence of producing goods and providing services for its 

own residents and those it sells to abroad, generates about $21 trillion of personal income, roughly 

60 percent of which goes to compensate workers, 9 percent to business owners, 14 percent in the 

form of interest and dividend income to those who own interest-bearing assets and stocks, and 21 

percent in government benefits to individuals, such as Social Security, Medicare and unemployment 

insurance.5 Those are the economy-wide numbers, which sound impressive. But to whom does the 

income generated in our economy go?  

It goes incredibly disproportionately to the highest-income families. To begin with, the 

highest incomes are really high. The average income of those who have the highest 1% of all 

incomes was 40 times as large as the average income among the lowest 90 percent of all incomes in 

 
3 Earlier work includes that of Kuznets (1953), Williamson and Lindert (1980), Feenberg and Poterba (1993), and Katz 
and Autor (1999), among many others. 
4 The Hamilton Project has an excellent collection of tools for visualizing income inequality and related issues, see 
https://www.hamiltonproject.org/charts/filter/economic_security_poverty/all_paper_types . 
5 Personal income includes compensation that individuals receive for providing the labor, land and capital that go 
towards current production of goods and services, along with transfer payments from business and government to 
individuals. (U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis as of October 21, 2021, through the 2nd quarter of 2021) 

https://www.hamiltonproject.org/charts/filter/economic_security_poverty/all_paper_types


2018. Those in the rarified atmosphere of the top 0.1% (one-tenth of one percent) of all incomes 

average income 196 times that of the bottom 90%. 67   

So top incomes in the U.S. are very high. But there are of course far fewer people in the top 

1% than the bottom 90% (by definition). So how much of all U.S. income goes to the highest 

earners?  Fifteen percent of our nation’s income accrues to those in the top 1% of the income 

distribution. Earners in the top one-tenth of one percent of incomes receive 6 percent of all the 

income generated in the economy. Almost 40 percent goes to the top 10% of earners. So even 

though their numbers are much smaller, the rich are collecting a grossly disproportionate share of 

the total income generated. And their share has been rising: it is today about double what it was fifty 

years ago. The chart below summarizes the shares of our country’s income that accrue to different 

segments of the income distribution. Distressingly, the bottom 50 percent of the income 

distribution, half of the residents in the US, collect less than 20 percent of all the income generated 

in the economy. We do not expect the distribution of incomes to be completely even—if it were, the 

top 1% would garner 1% of income, and the bottom 50% would garner 50%. And a flat income 

distribution would probably not reflect reasonable compensation to those of different skill levels, 

nor would it provide the incentive to obtain higher skills through education or training. But this 

degree of inequality is mammoth, likely far beyond what is required to compensate high-income 

workers fairly. And as we will see, it just doesn’t look like this in other countries. 

 

 
6 In what follows, I will refer to “percentiles,” “deciles” or “quintiles” of the income or wealth distribution, as is 
common in the literature. Imagine collecting the income earned by each of the 126 million households in the U.S., and 
then ranking them from smallest to largest. The income earned by household number 12.6 million in this low-to-high 
ranking is at the 10th percentile of the household income distribution. The income of the 63 million-th household is at 
the 50th percentile (or median) of the household income distribution. The top 1% of the income distribution represents 
the earnings so ranked of the top 1.26 million households. 
7 These data and the data that follow on the distribution of income are from Emmanuel Saez’s website, which updates 
the data originally presented in Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). 
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Even though the number of families in the highest income percentiles is of course relatively 

small, these differences imply that shifting income from the top earners to the lower earners would 

be no small matter. A quick calculation provides a reference point: If we reduced the top 1% of 

incomes from 40 times the lowest 90 percent to only 20 times, this would shift approximately $1.3 

trillion to lower-income families, or roughly $8300 per family. If the top 0.1% dropped to a 40x 

multiple from 196x, it would shift about $1 trillion to lower-income families, or roughly $6500 per 

family. Each year.8 The point is that there is a lot of money at stake. 

There is plenty of argument about how best to measure inequality, but measured on a 

consistent basis across countries, the US has the highest “Gini coefficient”—a standard measure of 

inequality in which higher is less equal and lower is more equal—of any developed economy. The 

Gini coefficient compares the actual allocation of income to the hypothetical outcome in which 

everyone in the economy earns the same income. The further the actual allocation is from that 

benchmark, the larger is the Gini coefficient. A number of other countries register higher on this 

scale, but they are poor, developing economies, often highly dependent on resource extraction 

(Lesoto, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Djibuti, Peru, etc.). We are clearly an outlier in this regard among 

advanced economies. 

 
8 Of course, this ignores the possibility that shifting income in this way might change the way people choose to earn or 
save (or report) their income. 



 
Fraction of the population in poverty. 

As suggested above, I will focus more on the absolute level of incomes than the relative 

levels, as absolute levels reflect the ability of an individual or family to survive in the economy. 

Inequality matters, and too much is clearly corrosive, but you have to survive before you can resent 

extremely high earners. One way to get at absolute income levels is to compare income to the 

“poverty line,” originally defined as a multiple of a subsistence food budget.910 

The official Federal “poverty line” for a family of four persons is set at an income of $26,500 

for 2021.11 11.4 percent of all individuals (37M) fell below the poverty line in 2020.  8% (15.3 

million) of non-Hispanic whites fell below the poverty line in 2020; 22.7% (8.1 million) of black 

 
9 In 1964, the multiple was three times the estimated subsistence food budget. Since then, the povertly level has been 
adjusted for increases in the consumer price index.  
10 There are active debates about how to define the poverty line—should it be measured in terms of resources available 
to the family (an income measure), or in terms of expenditures required for basic necessities (a consumption measure)? 
If a resource measure, should we include government supports, both cash payments and in-kind transfers? For an 
excellent summary of the issues, see Blank (2008).  
 
11 Source: Census Bureau, Historical Poverty Tables, People and Families, https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-
series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-people.html 
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people; 17% (10.4 M) of Hispanic; and 8% (1.8M) of Asians fell below the poverty line. Individuals 

who live in a household with a female householder (no spouse present) suffer roughly double the 

poverty rate, although this varies by race and ethnicity. 37.4% of black individuals living in families 

headed by a single female lived below the poverty line in 2020 (about 4.7M people).  

The notion that 37 million of our residents live below the poverty level—again, roughly 

$27,000 for a family of four—is staggering. Imagine putting together a household budget that is 

constrained to make ends meet with this level of income. As a point of reference, the table below 

presents estimated family budgets for a 2-adult, 2-child family in low, medium- and moderately-high 

cost areas. I do not include high-cost areas such as those in New York, California, or Florida, where 

annual budgets rise as high as $130,000-$160,000 annually. 

 

Family budget 
Annual (monthly), 2018 

Category Kimble County, TX Clinton County, PA Campbell County, WY 
Housing $9,252 ($771) $9,204 ($767)12 $11,724 ($977) 

Food $8,196 ($683) $9,229 ($769) $9,714 ($810) 

Child Care $8,205 ($684) $14,031 ($1,169) $20,417 ($1,701) 

Transportation $14,370 ($1,197) $14,668 ($1,222) $15,448 ($1,287) 

Health care $13,677 ($1,140) $13,329 ($1,111) $17,932 ($1,494) 

Other necessities $7,039 ($587) $7,436 ($620) $8,649 ($721) 

Taxes $5,832 ($486) $10,019 ($835) $11,446 ($954) 

TOTAL $66,571 ($5,548) $77,915 ($6,493) $95,329 ($7,944) 

Source: EPI Family Budget Calculator 2018 https://www.epi.org/resources/budget/  

 

The most obvious conclusion to draw from these benchmarks is that annual income 

at or near the poverty level does not come close to covering basic expenditures.13 One can of 

course exclude taxes, as families at lower income levels are likely receiving something from 

the earned income tax credit. But scaling back from $6000 or $8000 per month to $2300 

presents a nearly insurmountable challenge. Housing can only be reduced by so much. 

 
12 As a cross-check on the cost of housing, the HUD “Fair market rent” system shows a 40th-percentile rent for a two-
bedroom apartment of $732 for Kimble County, TX; $782 for Clinton County, PA; and $962 for Campbell County, WY 
for 2020.  https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr.html  
13 These most recent budget data are for 2018. The federal poverty level for a 4-person family in 2018 was of course a bit 
lower, due to the general rise in the cost of living since then, at $25,100. 

https://www.epi.org/resources/budget/
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr.html


Skimping on food implies reducing quality and quantity, both of which can have long-term 

health effects. Transportation is an essential complement to working for most. 

And that’s just for the 37 million who are at or below the $27k poverty line. One-

quarter of households in 2020 (32 million households) received income of $34,300 or less 

(before taxes), one-third (43 million households) received $44,500 or less.14 

One criticism of the official measure that defines the poverty level of income is that 

it includes only cash payments from the government, and thus excludes some government-

provided resources to the families in question.15 As a check, the household income measure 

from two additional sources suggest qualitatively similar distributions: (1) the Survey of 

Consumer Finances, which includes more government transfers (for example, it includes 

food stamps, but excludes income received via the earned income tax credit or EITC), 

suggests very similar numbers for household income percentiles;16 and (2) The income 

concept that underlies the Supplemental Poverty Measure, a proposed improvement over 

the official poverty measure, which factors in non-cash as well as cash payments from the 

government, as well as the net contribution of paying taxes (or in many cases for low-income 

families, receiving funds, through the EITC). The value of non-cash benefits to families is 

relatively small, in the hundreds of dollars. The value of the EITC is more sizable—it can be 

several thousand dollars, see the calculation in footnote 22. All of which is to say that, while 

 
14 Source: University of Minnesota Population Center, IPUMS/CPS data for 2020. 
15 https://www.census.gov/topics/income-poverty/income/guidance/data-sources/cps-vs-other.html  has description 
of Census definition of income. 

16 See Bricker et al. (2014), p.4, note 7: “The components of income in the SCF are wages, self-employment and business 
income, taxable and tax-exempt interest, dividends, realized capital gains, food stamps and other related support 
programs provided by government, pensions and withdrawals from retirement accounts, Social Security, alimony and 
other support payments, and miscellaneous sources of income for all members of the primary economic unit in the 
household.” 

https://www.census.gov/topics/income-poverty/income/guidance/data-sources/cps-vs-other.html


government programs absolutely help families to survive, they do not raise incomes to a 

sustainable level for many in our country.17 18 

The bottom line is that no matter the specific measure of income or the poverty 

level, the number of households, families and individuals who live with a crushingly low level 

of income, even after accounting for government support, is disheartening. For any 

reasonable reckoning of basic family expenses, tens of millions are barely making it (or not), 

even with government supports. That should not be an acceptable outcome.  

 

Racial and ethnic income inequality 

As suggested in the brief summary of data on families below the poverty level presented 

above, people of color receive even less of the economy’s resources than whites on average. The 

two charts below, which use SCF data and Supplemental Poverty Total Resources measure (both of 

which include more redistributive programs in their definitions of income) illustrate the disparities.  

Incomes in the bottom quartile are all low in an absolute sense, at $15-30 thousand 

depending on the measure for Black and Hispanic families. According to the SCF measure, Black 

and Hispanic families are roughly 60% of those for white families. For the SPM measure, incomes 

are about 70% (black) to 80% (Hispanic) of those for white families.  

The simple conclusion from the income data is this: Income inequality is huge. Racial and 

ethnic inequality adds another layer of disparity. But even more importantly—the absolute levels of 

income for these families are miserably low, given any reasonable accounting for the current cost of 

living. 

 
17 The income percentiles for the SCF’s total income concept and the SPM concept are displayed below. According to 
the SCF data, one-quarter of households receive income of $30,000 or less; 40% receive income of $45,000 or less, quite 
similar to the IPUMS figures reported above. The same qualitative pattern applies for the SPM data. 

Percentile SCF 
Income 

SPM 
income 

Percentile SCF 
Income 

SPM 
income 

5 $11,000 $9,154 35 $40,000 $36,516 
10 $16,000 $15,021 40 $45,000 $40,634 
15 $21,000 $19,886 45 $50,000 $45,029 
20 $25,500 $24,392 50 $58,000 $49,687 
25 $30,000 $28,594 55  $54,750 
30 $35,000 $32,554 60  $60,335 

Source: Author’s calculations from SCF public microdata and IPUMS/CPS microdata.  
18 For a single-headed family with two children and adjusted gross income of $30,000, the estimated EITC benefit is 
about $3700 (see ETIC Assistant, https://www.irs.gov/credits-deductions/individuals/earned-income-tax-credit/use-
the-eitc-assistant ) 

https://www.irs.gov/credits-deductions/individuals/earned-income-tax-credit/use-the-eitc-assistant
https://www.irs.gov/credits-deductions/individuals/earned-income-tax-credit/use-the-eitc-assistant


1. As we will see below, no matter the measure, these disparities in 

household income will be mightily multiplied when we turn to 

household wealth. 

 
 

Does mobility help this picture? 

 While it is unequivocal that absolute income levels are hopelessly low for millions, this fact 

might be mitigated if on average individuals and households were able to move up the income 

distribution over time. Sadly, the evidence on this point suggests that is not the case.  

 To begin with, there has been little improvement in the inflation-adjusted incomes of those 

in the lower portions of the income distribution. Census Bureau data from 1967 to the present show 

that, especially since 1990, the progress in real incomes for the lowest 20 percent of the income 
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distribution has been scant.19 Real incomes fell for the 20 years between 2000 and 2020, although the 

last decade shows better progress. 

 
 Real incomes for the lowest income families have made little or no progress over the past 30 

years. The picture is barely better for the second lowest 20 percent of incomes, which have managed 

a 0.2 percent average annual increase over the past 20 years. But what if we track individual 

households over time—do we see many households moving up over the years from the lowest to 

higher quintiles? This is the subject of a substantial literature on income mobility. 

 One simple way of describing mobility is to follow families over time, and calculate the 

percentage of families in (say) the lowest quintile that have moved into one of the four higher 

quintiles after some period of time. A table of these probabilities for 2003-2013 is presented below.20 

The diagonal emboldened entries in this table represent the probability of staying in the same 

quintile from 2003 to 2013. The other entries show the probability of moving from an original 

quintile into another quintile ten years later.  

For example, the first diagonal entry, at 0.64, implies that the likelihood of moving out of the 

lowest quintile is particularly low—only 36 percent moved up, and most of those moved to the 

 
19 Census Bureau 2021. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-income-
households.html 
20 Daniel Carroll, “Income Inequality Matters, but Mobility is Just as Important,” Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland 
(2016). The table is computed using data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, which allows the author to track 
families from 2003 to 2013. https://www.clevelandfed.org/newsroom-and-events/publications/economic-
commentary/2016-economic-commentaries/ec-201606-income-inequality-and-mobility.aspx 
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second lowest quintile. Very few (4 percent) got to the top 40 percent of the income distribution. 

“Rags to riches” is nowhere to be seen. Conversely, those in the top quintile rarely dropped below 

the second-highest quintile over this ten-year span. 

Probability of moving up (or down) in the income distribution 

(percent) 

 Quintile 10 years later 

Original quintile 1 2 3 4 5 

1 64 24 8 3 1 

2 23 45 24 7 2 

3 8 29 46 23 4 

4 4 7 18 54 18 

5 3 4 6 16 72 

 

A related measure of intergenerational mobility asks what fraction of the population earns an 

income that is greater than their parents. Research by Chetty et al (2016) suggests that mobility in the 

U.S. by this measure has fallen significantly, with the fraction of children earning more than their 

parents declining from about 90 percent in 1940 to about 50 percent today.  

 
 The conclusion I draw from these data on mobility are twofold. First, the very lowest 

incomes paid in the economy have barely kept pace with inflation over the past 30 years, and have in 

fact lost ground for much of that period. So low incomes are not getting better over time. But at a 



more granular level, households who inhabit the lowest one-fifth of the income distribution most 

often stay in that quintile over ten years. If they move, about one-fourth make it to the second-

lowest income quintile. Incomes are not going up, and mobility from lower to higher incomes is 

rare.21 Once again, what we had hoped to be the Land of Opportunity appears not to be. A great 

story, but a very different reality. 

 

On Income Adequacy and the Current Safety Net 

In the data presented above, a number of government programs, both cash paid and in-kind, 

are included in the measures of household income, boosting income compared to what it would be 

without such government aids. These include food (the Supplemental Nutritional Assistance 

Program (SNAP) formerly “food stamps,”) and dependent support (Temporary Assistance for Needy 

Families (TANF) formerly Aid to Families with Dependent Children), housing assistance, and tax 

assistance through the EITC. Together these programs, along with a number of others, comprise the 

“safety net” for households—the web of programs that are meant to prevent families from 

unnecessary suffering. In many cases, they literally help families to survive.22  

But for many, the perception of the safety net is outdated, some still clinging to then-

candidate Ronald Reagan’s description of the supposedly typical “welfare queen” Linda Taylor (Mr. 

Reagan did not use her name): 

“There’s a woman in Chicago. She has 80 names, 30 addresses, 12 Social Security cards and 
is collecting veterans’ benefits on four nonexisting deceased husbands. And she’s collecting Social 
Security on her cards. She’s got Medicaid, getting food stamps and she is collecting welafer under 
each of her names. Her tax-free cash income alone is over $150,000.”23  

 
Ms. Taylor was indeed an interesting character, although she was not quite as Reagan depicted her, 

as Josh Levin revealed in a 2013 Slate article.24 Indeed, welfare fraud was “likely the least of her 

crimes” according to Levin. But far more importantly, she was not in the least typical of welfare 

recipients in the 1970s. No doubt there was some fraud perpetrated against many government 

programs, but her fraudulent activities were on a Louis B. Mayer scale. 

 
21 Data on wealth mobility are provided in the discussion of wealth below. 
22 A significant literature that has been applied to development economics forwards the concept of an “efficiency 
wage”—literally, the wage needed to ensure that workers have enough money to purchase the caloric intake necessary to 
(live and to) perform their jobs; see Stiglitz (1976) for a seminal contribution. While this concept has been adapted to 
developed economies in a variety of ways, its original meaning is of interest for low-income workers in the U.S., as 
private wages many not meet this nutritional threshold, thus requiring government assistance to keep them alive. 
23 Quoted in the New York Times, Sunday Feburary 15, 1976, page 51. 
24 Josh Levin, “The Welfare Queen,” Slate Dec. 19, 2013.  



 So what does the safety net actually look like today? Benefits are overwhelmingly not 

provided as cash payments, but instead as restricted payments or in-kind services delivered. and 

where they are cash or cash-like payments (e.g. SNAP and TANF), they have strong work 

requirements. The specific requirements are: 

SNAP: For those aged 16-59, the requirements include “registering for work, participating 
in SNAP Employment and Training (E&T) or workfare if assigned by your state SNAP 
agency, taking a suitable job if offered, and not voluntarily quitting a job or reducing your 
work hours below 30 a week without a good reason.”25 Work requirements are waived if you 
meet work requirement for another program (such as TANF), taking care of a child under 
the age of 6, or are unable to work due to a medical limitation. 
TANF: The Federal government specifies that states must “engage at least half of all TANF 
families with a work eligible individual and at least 90 percent of two-parent TANF families 
with two work-eligible individuals in work or work-related activities for a minimum number 
of hours each month, subject to adjustments based on caseload reduction and state 
spending.” Individuals must participate in work activities for at least 30 hours per week. The 
requirement is reduced to 20 hours per week if they are a single custodial parent or caretaker 
with a child below age 6. Two-parent households must work an average of 35 hours per 
week, more if they receive federal child care subsidies. 
 

Many additional requirements apply, notably income and asset limits, but also including limits to the 

number of weeks one can spend in job-search or “job-readiness” activities.26 Adults aged 18 to 50 

are limited to three months of benefits out of every three year period, unless they are working on in 

a work/training program, with some exemptions. SNAP benefits may be used only for specific food 

items, and exclude beer, wine, liquor and tobacco, vitamins, medicine, “foods that are hot at the 

point of sale,” and nonfood items such as pet food, cleaning supplies, paper products, hygiene and 

cosmetic items.27 The benefit is usually issued as a restricted debit card, and therefore does not 

represent fungible cash assistance. TANF is available to US citizens and legal aliens with a child 18 

years old or younger, or pregnant, or 18 years or younger and the head of household.  

The work requirements were a central feature of the 1996 welfare reform under the Clinton 

administration (“The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996”), 

whose title demonstrates the focus of the legislation on reducing disincentives for welfare recipients 

to working. Most aid programs are now administered as “block grants” from the federal government 

to the state governments so that, with some restrictions, states have leeway in how they administer 

the programs, and how much they spend altogether on such benefits.  

 
25 USDA SNAP work requirements, https://www.fns.usda.gov/snap/work-requirements accessed 10/25/21. 
26 See Hahn, Kassabian and Zedlewski 2012, “TANF Work Requirements and State Strategies to Fulfill Them,” 
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/documents/opre/work_requirements_0.pdf . 
27 USDA 2021, “What Can SNAP Buy?” https://www.fns.usda.gov/snap/eligible-food-items 

https://www.fns.usda.gov/snap/work-requirements
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/documents/opre/work_requirements_0.pdf


In many recent federal budget discussions, representatives have advocated slashing welfare 

spending, as a way of better balancing the federal budget. But also contrary to popular belief, apart 

from Medicare, Social Security, Medicaid and Disability Insurance, none of the safety net programs 

are hulking behemoths. In fact, none accounts for more than 2% of federal outlays, as the following 

chart indicates.28  

The largest parts of the non-defense budget, Medicare, Social Security and Medicaid, are in 

fact quite popular. A 2020 Pew Research poll found that among Democrats, the share that favored 

continuing Medicare or pursuing a more aggressive government health coverage program was 92%, 

with 30% of those favoring a continuation of Medicare and Medicaid. Among Republicans, the 

share in favor of a government role in the form of Medicare or a more muscular government 

coverage program was similar at 87%, although most of those (54%) favored a continuation of 

current Medicare and Medicaid programs.29 Many provide confusing answers to polls when asked 

whether government should be involved in providing health care. Ninety-eight percent of 

“consistently conservative” respondents said the government should not be involved in providing 

health care, but when asked on the same survey whether to continue Medicare, only 20 percent 

responded that we should not. Keep the government out of my Medicare! 

 

 
28 See Melissa Kearney, “Welfare and the Federal Budget,” EconoFact 2017. 
29 Pew Research Center, poll of U.S. adults conducted July 27-August 2 2020. https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-
tank/2020/09/29/increasing-share-of-americans-favor-a-single-government-program-to-provide-health-care-coverage/  

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/09/29/increasing-share-of-americans-favor-a-single-government-program-to-provide-health-care-coverage/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/09/29/increasing-share-of-americans-favor-a-single-government-program-to-provide-health-care-coverage/


In summing up the state of the current safety net in the U.S., expert Melissa Kearney 

suggested: “If policymakers have dual goals of reducing federal government spending and reducing 

cash support for non-working individuals to increase employment rates, a focus on welfare 

programs that provide income support to low-income families is misplaced. Those programs 

constitute a tiny share of federal spending and already have stringent work requirements.” 

 

ii. Cliff effects 

iii. Certainly help families survive, but family incomes including these benefits 

are still pitifully low compared to any estimate of a sustainable income—one 

that allows families to meet the essential expenditures for a reasonable 

household budget. 

 

The overall distribution of wealth 

While income inequality has received far more attention, historians, sociologists, economists, 

and policymakers are paying increasing attention to wealth inequality of late. And with good reason: 

the best available statistics on the distribution of wealth in the U.S. show enormous concentration of 

wealth at the very top of the distribution, and gaping disparities between white families and all 

others.  

Most such studies focus on differences in families’ “net worth.” Recall that net worth is 

defined as the difference between all assets held by a family—financial assets such as checking and 

savings accounts, retirement accounts, stock and bond holdings; and nonfinancial assets such as 

homes, autos, and consumer durable goods—less the value of debt held by the family—mortgages, 

auto loans, and credit card debt used to purchase homes, autos and other durable goods. If the 

current value of a family’s assets is greater than the value of their debt, they have positive net worth.  

Why is it so important to focus on wealth or net worth (I will use these terms 

interchangeably in what follows)? Because wealth is simultaneously a reflection of the accumulated 

impact of many influences on family outcomes across multiple generations, a buffer against shocks 

to income and spending, and a gateway to opportunity in the form of education, homeownership, 

entrepreneurship, or secure retirement.  

How does wealth reflect the long family history of economic success or failure? Except in 

rare circumstances, wealth is accumulated across generations through sequences of stable 

educational attainment, moderate- to high-income employment, stable homeownership, successful 



business ownership, and critically, participation in a host of government programs that have 

provided wealth-building opportunities to white families. Families that benefitted from government 

land grants, educational and housing assistance, unemployment insurance and the like began their 

dynastic wealth building earlier in their family’s history than those (largely families of color) who did 

not. Families that have experienced success in business, homeownership and career progression over 

multiple generations have the chance to build substantial wealth that passes down across 

generations. 

Families with liquid savings—savings that can be readily converted to cash, without long 

time lags and significant transactions fees (think housing)—are better able to buffer themselves from 

unexpected disruptions in income or hours, or unexpected spending shocks (costly auto repairs, a 

large uninsured medical bill, or a roof that needs replacing). Without that buffer, the path to 

education can be disrupted (see for example the indicators of short-term fragility among community 

college students in Savage and Graves 2015), housing can be lost (see Matthew Desmond’s Eviction 

2016), and business shuttered.30 The Federal Reserve’s SHED survey showed in 2020 that 36% of 

families could not easily come up with $400 in cash or its equivalent in case of an emergency. For 

Blacks, this percentage rises to 55%. Those who could not come up with the cash would pay for 

such an expense by borrowing on a credit card and paying off over time (15%), borrowing from 

family or friends (10%), selling something (7%).31 Buffers matter, because economic life is uncertain, 

and few go through life without a number of significant disruptions. 

Despite the importance of wealth to family economic stability, very few families hold 

enough wealth either to buffer or to provide opportunity. Looking first at the overall population, 

wealth holdings are highly concentrated among the most wealthy in the economy. Data from the 

Federal Reserve’s Survey of Consumer Finances are shown in the next figure.  

 
30 Savage, Sarah and Erin Graves 2015. “Promoting Pathways to Financial Stability: A Resource Handbook on Building 
Financial Capabilities of Community College Students,” Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, https://www.bostonfed.org/-
/media/Documents/education/financial-capabilities/handbook/financial-capabilities-handbook.pdf . Page 13 reports 
survey statistics on emergency savings, financial fragility, and difficulty covering monthly expenses.  
31 Survey of Household Economics and  Decisionmaking, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2019 and 
2020 (the breakdown of payment options is only available through 2019). 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/consumerscommunities/shed.htm 

https://www.bostonfed.org/-/media/Documents/education/financial-capabilities/handbook/financial-capabilities-handbook.pdf
https://www.bostonfed.org/-/media/Documents/education/financial-capabilities/handbook/financial-capabilities-handbook.pdf


 
The figure shows clearly the lopsided concentration of wealth in the upper portion of the wealth 

distribution. In 2019 (the most recent survey year), the top one percent of wealth holders held more 

than 35 percent of aggregate wealth. The bottom 50 percent hold just over one percent of all wealth. 

The top 10 percent hold 76 percent of all US wealth.32 Compare this figure to the companion figure 

XX above on the concentration of US income. While the picture for income is disheartening, the 

corresponding picture for wealth is jaw-dropping. 

This depiction changes a bit if we include what Thompson and Volz (2021) and Sabelhaus 

and Thompson (2021) term “non-marketable wealth.” These authors advocate adding two other 

sources of wealth to the SCF’s standard accounting. The first is the present discounted value of 

future social security earnings, which are more evenly distributed across individuals than the rest of 

wealth. Second is the present discounted value of future defined-benefit pension payments, which 

are available not only to highly compensated private workers, but to public sector workers, who fall 

in the moderate income deciles of the distribution.33 While these future payment streams share some 

features with other components of household wealth—they represent claims on future payments, as 

do stocks and bonds—they are qualitatively different in other respects. In particular, these 

components of wealth represent claims to distant future income streams, not current owned wealth. 

Such forms of “wealth” are not currently owned in the sense that stocks and bonds and mutual 

funds are, they are not tradable, and thus have no market-determined value. They usually can’t be 

 
32 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis https://www.stlouisfed.org/open-vault/2020/december/has-wealth-inequality-
changed-over-time-key-statistics 
33 Recall that the present discounted value of a future stream of payments essentially calculates the amount of money 
today that could yield over time that same stream of payments. What that amount of money is depends on what rate of 
interest the sum of money could pay each year. The simplest example would be that a stream of payments of $1000 per 
year indefinitely would be equivalent to a lump sum of $50,000 today, if one assumes that $50,000 would earn a 2% rate 
of interest ($50,000 times 0.02 = $1,000). Two percent in this case is the “discount rate”—if one “discounts” $1,000 by 
2% or 0.02, the resulting present value is $50,000. 
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borrowed against (Social Security not at all; some pensions to a limited extent), and are quite 

uncertain for much of working life. One cannot say at age 30 or 40 or even 50 what one’s social 

security income will be, as it depends on earnings throughout working life; the same is true for 

future pension earnings.34 These future income streams, while formally equivalent to wealth, should 

thus be treated with care, as they do not provide the same kind of buffering and access to economic 

opportunity as marketable wealth. 

While such wealth may not be usable as a buffer or a gateway to opportunity, it may be that 

households still take account of these future payments in their current savings decisions. They may 

see less need to save today because future income will meet some of their future consumption 

needs. But it is an open question whether households, especially those in lower income strata, adjust 

their behavior in this way. Simple economic models would suggest that households form 

sophisticated expectations of future social security or pension income streams, save less from and 

thus consume more from their income today. Interestingly, in the SCF, many respondents who hold 

public pensions seem not to be aware of the specific benefits these pensions may offer later in life—

how much future income these non-marketable assets will provide them. If that is the case, then it is 

difficult to see how they could alter their behavior today in response to a benefit whose financial 

implications they don’t understand. 

 Importantly, the data on wealth mobility—the movements over time of families into higher 

(or lower) wealth positions—is no more encouraging than that for income mobility, presented 

above. The typical “transition matrices” for wealth mobility—like the one presented above for 

income—show that it is quite unlikely for those in the low wealth strata to move at all; if they do, 

they are unlikely to move far. A recent study concludes that “Panel data from the past 30 years show 

a decline in wealth mobility across several measures. It appears that families are less likely to change 

wealth quintiles over time, while those that do move are less likely to move very far.”35 So wealth 

mobility is low, and has gotten worse over time. One reason that mobility may have declined is that 

higher wealth deciles keep getting higher and higher, as the data above demonstrate. Put differently, 

the rungs of the wealth ladder have gotten farther apart, and thus harder to climb, especially for the 

highest rungs.  

 

 
34 Of course the future dividends to be paid to shareholders, the future price of stocks, and the future price of bonds are 
also uncertain.  But one can trade a share of Amazon stock today for a certain amount of cash. You can’t do that with 
your uncertain future pension or Social security earnings.  
35 See Carroll and Hoffman (2017).  



 

The racial/ethnic distribution of wealth 

If you were dismayed by the disparities in incomes across race and ethnicity, you will be 

gobsmacked by the huge differences in accumulated wealth across racial and ethnic populations (if 

you are one of the few have not already heard of this gap). The following figure displays the median 

family net worth for blacks (the solid blue bars) and Hispanics (the solid green bars), as a percentage 

of median white net worth, over the past thirty years.  

 
 

Sadly, there is no clear trend in these data. Nearly 165 years after the end of the Civil War and the 

Emancipation Proclamation, more than 100 years after the significant influx of Hispanics from 

Mexico, the Caribbean and South America, net worths have not come close to equalizing. This fact 

speaks to two key features of wealth accumulation: First, wealth is typically accumulated across many 

generations, so even in the best of circumstances, it takes time to accumulate family wealth. But 

second, across many generations, institutional racism has been designed to prevent these families 

from accumulating wealth in the way that white families have been able to. This is a divide a long 

time in the making, which has taken constant care and feeding to maintain. 

The fraction of white net worth has hovered around 10-15 percent for decades. Also 

displayed in the chart is “combined” wealth that includes the non-marketable wealth described 

above, depicted in the shadowy blue and green bars. The addition of these future payments to the 
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net worth data reduces the gap to 30-40 percent of white net worth, but it certainly does not close 

the gap. Again, gauged against the functions that wealth performs, the non-marketable component 

in these data is much less useful to the average household. 

 The Survey of Consumer Finances from which the baseline data are derived does not survey 

a large enough sample to provide accurate information on additional demographic categories, or on 

differences in wealth gaps across major cities. To be sure, the Hispanic demographics in Miami 

differ from those in Boston, with the representation of Cubans and Puerto Ricans higher in Miami, 

and Domicans more prevalent in Boston. The representation of indigenous people in different 

regions also varies significantly. 

 To gather better data across these demographic groups and geographies, the National Asset 

Scorecard for Communities of Color (NASCC) conducted surveys in five major metropolitan areas 

around the country between 2014-2017. The surveys covered Boston, Los Angeles, Washington DC, 

Miami, and Tulsa. The next table summarizes the results from these surveys. 

Comparison of white and nonwhite household median net worth,  
“Color of Wealth” studies (NASCC), by city 

 Median net worth (Percent of white, significance) 

Race/Ethnicity Boston DC LA Miami Tulsa 
White 247,500 284,000 355,000 107,000 145,000  
US Black 8 (0.0***) 3,500 (1***) 4,000 (1.1**) 3,700 (3.5*) 8,000 (5.5***) 
Caribbean Black 12,000 (4.8***)   12,000 (11.2)  

African Black  3,000 (1***) 72,000 (20.3)   

Puerto Rican 3,020 (1.2***)   -3,940 (-3.7)  

Dominican 0 (0.0***)     

Cuban    22,000 (20.6)  
South American    1,200 (1.1)  

Mexican   3,500 (1.0**)  7,000 (4.8***) 
Other Hispanic 2,700 (1.1***) 13,000 (5***)  10,500 (9.8)  

Chinese  220,000 (77) 408,200 (115)   

Japanese   592,000 (167)   

Korean  496,000 (175) 23,400 (6.6**)   

Vietnamese  423,000 (149) 61,500 (17.3*)   

Filipino   243,000 (68.5)   

Asian Indian  573,000 (202) 460,000 (130)   

Cherokee, Tribal Enrolled    75,200 (51.9) 

Creek, Tribal Enrolled     42,500 (29.3*) 



Other, Tribal Enrolled     7,000 (4.8) 

American Indian, no tribal enrollment    4,000 (2.8**) 

Differences significant at the 1% (***), 5% (**) and 10%(*) levels. 
Sources: Color of Wealth Studies for Boston, Nation’s Capital, Los Angeles, Miami and Tulsa. See 
references for details. 

 One pattern is consistent across all of these demographic sub-groups and cities: White 

families possess net worth that is many multiples of their non-white counterpars, with the exception 

of some Asian populations, notably Chinese and Japanese. Most others report net worth in the 

single-digit percentages of their white counterparts. Indigenous people in the Tulsa, Oklahoma 

metro area report a variety of experience. All have less wealth than white families, but the Cherokee 

and Creek tribes fare better than others. But the same demographic sub-groups do not have the 

same wealth experience in all cities. Note, for example, that the Korean respondents in the nation’s 

capital have accrued wealth that is statistically indistinguishable, on average, from white families. But 

in Los Angeles, they report wealth that is less than 10 percent of white families, with high statistical 

confidence. These data are helpful in highlighting the similarities and differences in the experiences 

of families across demographic sub-groups and locations. In thinking about what policies and 

programs might be most effective in closing these yawning wealth gaps, we do well to take account 

of the different histories experienced by these populations—how did institutionalized racism express 

itself with respect to different populations? Which populations were most constrained by barriers 

erected to bar access to wealth accumulation?  

In addition to historical differences, differences in age, educational attainment, 

homeownership and employment status of the families in this survey and in the SCF may account 

for some of the differences observed in family net worth. Because families on average accumulate 

debt early in their lives, and accumulate assets later on, younger families will tend to have lower net 

worth than older families. Some recent studies (e.g. Suarez and Thompson 2019; earlier Shapiro et al 

2013, Scholz and Levine 2003) find that education, homeownership, and so on can account for the 

bulk of the wealth gap for blacks and Hispanics.  

Critically, this is an accounting exercise, not an explanation for the existence of wealth gaps. 

One should absolutely not conclude—and the authors do not—that a complete accounting for the 

wealth gap in this way implies that racial discrimination is not a factor. Rather, one must recognize 

that most all of these variables (perhaps with the exception of age) represent channels through 

which racial discrimination has operated—through well-documented employment discrimination, 

housing discrimination, and unequal educational opportunity, to name a few. Thus in this important 



sense, such decompositions instead help us account for the mechanisms by which institutional 

racism has worked to create the wealth divides. If we hope to equalize outcomes for these indicators 

of success, we must ensure that the underlying discrimination that is built into our systems is 

eradicated. If we do not, then the generational patterns of poor outcomes for the many will be 

replicated once again, and they will continue to accumulate into vast disparities in net worth and, 

more broadly, in economic and human loss. 

Within this research on accounting for racial and ethnic wealth disparities, significant 

arguments have arisen about how best to do the accounting, and which measures best control for 

differences in “human capital” (education, training, on-the-job experience). Analysis by William 

Darity et al (2018) suggests that equalizing outcomes in terms of income, employment, education, 

homeownership and so on will not equalize outcomes in terms of net worth. The next chart displays 

some relevant and illuminating data on household net worth by educational attainment. 

 
Taken at face value, this chart suggests that the median net worth of a white family whose head of 

household has not received a high school diploma exceeds that of a Black family whose head holds a 

college degree.  

Educational attainment is a rough proxy for the broader concept of “human capital”—the 

attainment of person-specific skills, education, training, and on-the-job experience that improve 

one’s effectiveness on the job. People with more education, training, and job experience can expect 

a higher stream of earnings over their lifetime, which could in turn provide greater opportunity to 

accumulate wealth. As it turns out, the conclusion drawn from the simple chart above depends on 
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the measure of human capital used. In a recent paper that instead accounts for differences in net 

worth by lifetime earnings streams—the amount of income one can expect to earn over one’s 

working life given sector, occupation, skills, finer educational attainment measures (quality of 

university, test scores, etc.)— Thompson and Sabelhaus (2021) find that much more of the 

difference in net worth is accounted for by this measure of human capital. This research is important 

in improving the measures of human capital that we use to account for net worth differences. But its 

policy implications are murkier: How would we go about changing lifetime earnings streams, and 

how long might it take to equalize wealth given an improvement in lifetime earnings trajectories? 

 
As the chart above demonstrates, the differences in the lifetime earnings trajectories 

employed by Thompson and Sabelhaus are quite large! White earnings by age 50 are about one-third 

larger than those of Black and Hispanic earners. Closing such gaps by improving educational 

attainment across racial and ethnic groups, by providing additional training and access to stable 

employment in remunerative sectors would surely take quite a bit of time. Researchers at the Federal 

Reserve Bank of Cleveland (Aliprantis et al 2021) estimated the time it would likely take to close the 

wealth gap, given having closed the lifetime earnings gap. In what they call a very optimistic 

scenario, an immediate closing of the earnings gap would require more than three-quarters of a 

century to close 95 percent of the wealth gap. A more gradual decline in the earnings gap—far more 

reasonable—would entail more than a century to equalize wealth.  

Once again, these data are valuable as inputs to accounting exercises. Education (or more 

broadly human capital) of course matters for the accumulation of wealth. But what these exercises 



emphasize is that it takes generations for improvements in human capital to build wealth. To close 

wealth gaps within an acceptable time frame, we will need something different. A number of 

candidate government and private interventions are discussed in chapter XX. 

Darrity et al (2018), Suarez and Thompson (2019) and others have examined a number of 

other correlates to the accumulation of wealth across racial and ethnic categories. Key among these 

are homeownership and entrepreneurship. Homeownership has proved a powerful means of 

accumulating wealth for white families. In the 2019 SCF data, 74 percent of white respondents are 

homeowners. The corresponding rates for Black and Hispanic respondents are 45 and 48 percent. 

Among those who own homes, the average home equity for white, Black and Hispanic families is 

$240,000, $117,000 and $147,000 respectively, as displayed below.  

 
While homeownership has proved a strong wealth-builder for white families, it has been less of a 

force for families of color, in part due to lower homeownership rates, and in part due to lower 

accumulated home equity, given homeownership. Chapter XX will discuss this in more detail, but 

any proposal to use homeownership as a gateway to wealth-building needs to take into account the 

need to promote stable ownership, which affords the opportunity to benefit from appreciation over 

a long time, and the need to invest in neighborhoods with the prospect for significant appreciation.  

Similarly, many have pointed to entrepreneurship as a pathway to wealth accumulation for 

people of color. The history of entrepreneurship has not been an unmitigated success in this regard. 

For example, a study by the National Community Reinvestment coalition finds that although Black 

business ownership increased in the 20 years from 1992 to 2012, revenue at Black-owned businesses 

fell during that period, and Black median income did not increase with entrepreneurship. That study 

finds that Black businesses tend to operate in sectors where wages and revenues are lower, in 

locations where incomes are lower, with lesser access to capital from financial institutions, and (not 
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surprisingly) with much lower individual wealth at start-up.36 Scholars at the Brookings Institution 

found that highly-rated businesses in Black-majority neighborhoods earn less revenue than similarly-

rated businesses outside of Black neighborhoods (Perry, Rothwell and Harshbarger, 2020). They also 

find that such ratings are correlated with faster revenue growth. ndustry where profit margin is not 

tiny.  

The point is that, like homeownership, entrepreneurship has not been a sure-fire path to 

wealth accumulation. Choice of sector (if possible), access to finance, and choice of location (if that 

is an option) all matter importantly in building a business that is durable and wealth-producing. 

Those characteristics have not been present proportionately in Black-owned businesses. 

 

A brief review of the history of policies that impeded wealth-building  

Racial and ethnic wealth gaps—and indeed many of the disparities documented so far in this 

chapter—are the result of intentional government policy. As I will discuss in more detail in Chapter 

III, the long history of policies and programs designed and/or implemented to exclude people of 

color from their benefits is by now well-documented. The excellent scholarship of Oliver and 

Shapiro (1995), Alexander (2010), Anderson (2016), Darity and Hamilton and coauthors (2015, 

2018, 2020, 2021), Rothstein (2017) and countless others has documented an endless litany of 

intentional, institutional racist policies designed and implemented by Federal and state and local 

governments, with complicity by the private sector with the goal of excluding all but white families 

from prosperity. A hopelessly partial listing of the policies that had dramatic influence on the 

wealth-building capacity on families of color includes: 

• Post-Civil War broken promises (the unfulfilled “40 acres and a mule” promise, among 
others);  

• New Deal slanting (aspects of the 1935 Social Security Act, including provision of 
unemployment insurance and minimum wage protection excluded agriculture and domestic 
service, industries that employed predominantly black and brown workers)37;  

• Housing policy and housing assistance until 1968 (for example, the existence of 
neighborhood covenants excluding all but “members of the Caucasian race”);  

 
36 See Asante-Muhammad, Ball, Buell and Devine (2021).  
37 DeWitt (2010) argues that these provisions were promoted by the Roosevelt Administration, and were not (solely) the 
work of Southern Democrats who wished to exclude Blacks from New Deal coverage. DeWitt also makes a distinction 
between the provisions of Titles I and III of the Social Security Act, which provided aid to the needy elderly and 
unemployment benefits as administered by the states, and Title II, which defined the pay-as-you-go Social Security 
system as we know it today. 



• Access to credit (“redlining” of neighborhoods by the government-sponsored FHA and the 
Homeowners Loan Corporation, established as part of the New Deal; mortgage 
discrimination by private banks at least through the 1990s);  

• Vastly unequal access to benefits from the GI bill;  
• Educational disparities that continue to this day; 
• Criminal justice disparities that continue to this day. 

These policies are both critical to understanding how wealth gaps came to be so large, and another 

sign of the brokenness of our economy. In my view, we have yet to come to a full reckoning of the 

damage done by these policies, a prerequisite to considering how to repair that damage. 

 

Broken work: The prevalence and characteristics of “low-quality” jobs  

This section turns to the plight of working low-income families, and in particular, to the 

characteristics of lower-wage jobs. To summarize, there are many workers laboring in (one or more 

of) these jobs. They generally provide low wages, relatively poor health and retirement benefits, low 

likelihood of advancement, unpredictable work schedules, and poor “worker voice”—the ability for 

workers to have a say in their working conditions. As Zeynep Ton summarizes, these millions of 

jobs in retail, hospitality, food service, day care “…are lousy and have been for decades.”38 It has not 

always been this way, and the change is quite plausibly related to the “maximize shareholder value” 

dictum that Milton Friedman (1970) so forcefully espoused. The bottom line here is that a large 

swath of U.S. workers—tens of millions—labor for low wages in poor working conditions, and in 

many cases must turn to government assistance for food, housing, and child care just to enable their 

work, and to survive.  

A large and rising share of the US workforce works in service sector jobs, many of which 

offer low and stagnant wages. Workers in service occupations, about 26 million of the 148 million 

total jobs in the US economy in 2021, earned wages distinctly at the low end of the wage spectrum, 

as this data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows:39 

 
38 Zeynep Ton (2017). “The Case for Good Jobs,” Harvard Business Review, November 30. https://hbr.org/2017/11/the-
case-for-good-jobs  
39 Bureau of Labor Statistics Economics Daily, April 23, 2021. https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2021/median-weekly-
earnings-were-900-for-women-1089-for-men-in-first-quarter-2021.htm 
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Workers in retail trade fare just as poorly, garnering median weekly earnings of $707 in 2020 (for 

women in the retail sector, this figure drops to $606). As Zeynop Ton (2012) has documented, 

“Almost one-fifth of American workers have bad jobs. They endure low wages, poor benefits, 

schedules that change with little—if any—notice, and few opportunities for advancement.” 

In many low-wage jobs, service sector or not, the full constellation of job characteristics is 

dismaying. As summarized in the chart below, health benefits, retirement benefits, and leave 

provisions differ significantly from the lowest to the highest-paid jobs in the U.S., with workers in 

the lowest 25 percent of the wage distribution about half as likely as those in the highest 25 percent 

of the wage distribution to receive  these benefit from their employers, and those in the lowest 10 

percent of the wage distribution about one-third as likely to receive the benefits.40 A 2016 study 

found that 39 percent of employees did not have access to a single paid sick day.41 Black and 

Hispanic workers are even less likely than the average to be granted paid sick leave. I do not include 

in these numbers the provision of defined-benefit pensions, as these have declined across the board, 

and are now offered to about 15 percent of the workforce, a drop of almost 60 percent since the 

1990s.42 

 
40 Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Employee Benefits in the United States,” News Release, March 2021. 
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/archives/ebs2_09232021.htm  
41 Cited in Glynn, Boushey, Berg and Corley (2016). 
42 Bureau of Labor Statistics (2021), The Economics Daily, March 1. https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2021/67-percent-of-
private-industry-workers-had-access-to-retirement-plans-in-2020.htm  The figure for the 19990s is from the Monthly 
Labor Review, December 2012, p. 4 https://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2012/12/art1full.pdf  
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While the data on work schedules is softer, unpredictable work schedules, most common in 

the retail and service industries, affect between 20 and 60 percent of these firms’ workers. A variety 

of industry-specific studies suggest that roughly half of workers face week-to-week changes in 

schedules, with a large fraction receiving less than one week’s notice of the change in schedule.43 

 Other aspects of low-wage workers’ working conditions make life a constant struggle. Child 

care is recognized as an essential complement to work for families with children. But the high cost 

and variable quality of child care force families in lower income brackets into impossible decisions. 

The total spending on childcare in the U.S. prior to the pandemic was about $45 billion per year.44 

Annual household expenditures for childcare (2018 data) for full-time care for two children averaged 

from $18,442 in the South to $26,102 in the East.45 Given these high costs, lower-income families 

must of necessity choose childcare options below these averages, but in doing so, they must often 

accept lower-quality child care. Expecting families to make such trade-offs is cruel. In sum, the real 

burden that child care places on workers in the lower income strata is staggering. 

 These statistics quantify key aspects of what a “bad job” is. The fact that tens of millions 

work in these jobs and are forced to accept conditions that white, upper-income workers would 

never consider is a genuine puzzle. Imagine going to a job interview and finding out that the wages 

 
43 See Boushey and Ansel (2016).  
44 National Income and Product Accounts, personal consumption expenditure detail, 2021:Q2. 
https://apps.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?ReqID=19&step=2#reqid=19&step=2&isuri=1&1921=underlying 
45 “The U.S. and the High Price of Child Care: An Examination of a Broken System,” 2019. Child Care Aware of 
America. https://info.childcareaware.org/hubfs/2019%20Price%20of%20Care%20State%20Sheets/Final-
TheUSandtheHighPriceofChildCare-AnExaminationofaBrokenSystem.pdf  
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will be low, but in addition there are poor or no health care benefits, you don’t get paid vacation or 

sick leave, there are few or no retirement benefits, and if you get forty hours of work per week, they 

may be scattered throughout the week and subject to change from week to week. Most of the people 

reading this book would never imagine that such a combination of working conditions exist, and 

none would accept such terms. But of course that’s because we have the luxury to choose other 

options. We have opportunity. 

These features of the employer-employee contract for lower-wage jobs, whether formal or 

informal, have shifted profoundly over the past 50 years or so, as Wartzman (2017) documents. At a 

high level, employers now offer less on-the-job training, fewer clear career ladders, less-predictable 

schedules, less worker voice (perhaps an unavoidable consequence of the decline in unionization), 

reduced benefits, and more arms-length relationships with many low-wage employees. Wartzman 

describes the shift by suggesting “…the American corporation used to act as a shock absorber. 

Now, it’s a roller coaster.”46 In an important sense, this constitutes a new “cultural norm” about 

what is an acceptable relationship between these workers and their employer. How we arrived at this 

norm involves the consistent adherence to narratives that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, became 

more widespread in the decades that followed, and are now a part of the air we breathe. I will return 

to this discussion of narratives in the next chapter. 

By way of contrast, as World War II ended, the group of industry leaders who banded 

together to plan for postwar production (the “Committee for Economic Development,” or CED) 

focused on the role private industry could play in promoting economic stability for its workers. 

Alfred Sloan, chairman of General Motors, suggested industry should “lend a helping hand to its 

workers… against the vicissitudes of life.”47 This largesse reflected not simply a benevolent 

disposition towards the companies’ workers (although there may well have been some of that), but 

also a response to the rising power of labor unions in the first half of the twentieth century. As 

Lemuel Ricketts Boulware, vice president of employee and public relations for General Electric put 

it in the early 1950s 

“It must now be obvious to our employees that membership in a union will not get them 
anything they would not be able to get without a union.”48 
 

 
46 Wartzman, op cit., p. 12. 
47 Wartzman, op cit., p. 24. 
48 Wartzman, op cit., p. 104. Note that the title to one of Boulware’s two books is “The Truth About Boulwarism: Trying 
to Do Right Voluntarily,” which suggests that at least part of his motivation in augmenting workers’ benefits and 
compensations was to do the right thing. 



The 1940s and 50s yielded a string of wins for workers at large corporations, culminating in 

a management culture that competed for workers (and staved off unionization) by offering more 

and more generous compensation and benefits. The addition of automatic cost-of-living adjustments 

to wages, health care and pension benefits, extensive training and specialized training facilities, and 

on-site recreational facilities prompted a CIO union leader in 1950 to observe “Ten or fifteen years 

ago…There were so many things I was mad about. But what can I agitate for now? We don’t have 

any really big issues left.”  

Some of these benefits offered support that is today covered by government programs. An 

example is the supplemental unemployment benefits fund at Ford and General Motors (1955), 

which set aside five cents per hour worked that was deposited into a fund that could be used in the 

event of layoffs. Combined with state-funded unemployment insurance, workers could receive 60 to 

65 percent of regular pay for up to 26 weeks. Their actions were soon followed by other automakers, 

as well as the shipping and steel industries. Indeed, General Electric extended a form of 

unemployment benefits to its employees in 1931, before the New Deal made (state-run) 

unemployment insurance a national feature. 49 

On-the-job training, a benefit that has become less and less common among current 

employers,50 became an important element of the overall compensation and benefits package. The 

National Alliance of Businessmen, a federally-subsidized program (though most of the funding was 

private) to provide training to those lacking in education and skills, founded in 1968, in part in 

recognition of the lopsidedly white male workforces that large corporations had hired historically, 

counted Ford, Coca-Cola, McDonnell-Douglas and Mobil among its members.51 Vice President 

Hubert Humphrey, in his remarks to the Alliance in May of 1968, noted that the rationale for the 

Alliance was of course economic, 

“But as persuasive as economic justification is -- and its logic is unassailable -- we 
fundamentally support the NAB effort for another more important reason: It is an attempt 
to save lives ... to rescue persons who have been denied a full and equal chance in our 
industrialized economy ... to reach those who have been left out with the message that 
America needs everybody.”52 

 

 
49 Wartzman, op cit., pp. 39, 87 132-133. 
50 Waddoups (2015). 
51 A New York Times article in 1978 puts the initial Labor Department funding for the first decade of the NAB at $8 
million, with “more than double that amount” contributed from private industry. (Thomas Mullaney, “Alliance of 
Businessmen: New Job Effort”, New York Times, February 22, 1978.) 
52 Office of the Vice President, delivered to the National Alliance of Businessmen Workshop, May 29, 1968. Minnesotra 
Historical Socieety archives, http://www2.mnhs.org/library/findaids/00442/pdfa/00442-02563.pdf  

http://www2.mnhs.org/library/findaids/00442/pdfa/00442-02563.pdf


While likely an exercise in political rhetoric to some extent, the message recognizes that there are 

many who “have been denied a full and equal chance” in the economy, and that is the joint 

responsibility of private industry and the government to do something about it. 

In short, the fifty-year span from the pre-Depression 1920s through the 1960s represented a 

time when the U.S. developed a very different social norm or compact that guided employer-

employee relationships. This compact was formed as the result of a variety of complex economic 

and social pressures, including the rising power of labor unions, the threat of “socialist” reforms that 

would take power from large private corporations to determine how work was conducted, and the 

recognition that many citizens—largely people of color—lacked access to the kind of stable 

employment that these companies offered. But it brought a sizable measure of economic security 

and stability to workers, a security that many workers today have little chance of attaining. 

As the statistics highlighted above suggest, that compact did not last. One central element in 

the change of norms has been the increasing use of third-party contractors to provide services that 

were once integral to the corporation—cleaning services, food services, accounting, building 

maintenance. Why does this matter?  

From the company’s perspective, putting these services out to competitive bid reduces costs. 

It also removes businesses that are not part of the company’s “core competence,” allowing them 

better to focus on their central mission. But from the workers’ perspective, outsourcing of this kind 

puts the worker at arm’s length from the company’s management. Benefits and work conditions are 

no longer the responsibility of the company, they are the responsibility of the contract firm. And 

“career ladders” that had promised the opportunity to rise from a low-skilled job to a higher-skilled 

and higher-paying job within the same organization, are eliminated.  

Along these lines, Neil Irwin (2017) contrasted the experience of two female janitorial 

workers, one at Eastman Kodak in the 1980s, and one at Apple headquarters in the 2010s.53 The 

contrasts are striking, and they follow the story that this chapter has told thus far. On an inflation-

adjusted basis, their salaries are about the same. But as Irwin reports, “that’s where the similarities 

end.” The Kodak employee had four weeks of paid vacation, tuition reimbursement, an annual 

bonus, and mobility within Kodak. The Apple employee hasn’t taken vacation in two years, receives 

no bonus, and has no chance of transfer within Apple. The Kodak employee finished her college 

degree, was promoted into a professional-track IT job, and became chief technology officer of 

 
53 Irwin, 2017, New York Times. 



Kodak.  

 In addition to contracting out many low-wage jobs, firms have gradually pared back the 

generosity embedded in the benefits they offer their workers. The poor coverage of health, 

retirement and leave benefits among lower-wage workers is documented in the chart above. In 

addition, for those workers who have retirement and health benefits, the coverage has changed 

significantly, especially at the lower end of the wage scale. Employer-funded “defined-benefit” 

retirement plans—the classic pensions of the 1950s and 1960s—are a rarity today, as noted above. 

Where employers offer retirement plans, they are far more likely to be 401k or “defined 

contribution” plans. This change entails two major shifts in planning for retirement. First, unlike 

defined benefit pensions, the amount of funds available for retirement is uncertain, as it depends on 

returns to the 401k plan over the years between enrolling in the plan and drawing payments. Second, 

and related, the job of managing the retirement funds shifts significantly toward the employee. 

Knowing how much to allocate to different categories of investments in one’s 401k (if you’re lucky 

enough to have one!) is no simple matter. A perusal of the many investment advice columns and 

websites will turn up varying opinions on how risky it is to be in stocks versus interest-bearing 

assets, domestic versus foreign assets, small- versus large-cap stocks, how “active” one should be in 

shifting allocations during market tumult, or best how to convert one’s long-term savings into a 

steady stream of income upon retirement.  

Cost-shifting of health plans has been progressing for decades. Both insurance premiums 

and out-of-pocket costs have been rising much faster than wages, although the share of premiums 

paid by employers has held fairly steady at about 70 percent since 1999.54 A Peterson-Kaiser Family 

Foundation analysis shows the cumulative growth in premiums plus out-of-pocket expenses for 

families growing almost 70 percent from 2008 to 2018, as wages on average grew about 25 percent.55 

Given the slower growth in wages at the low end of the wage spectrum, this rise in health care costs 

places a greater burden on lower-wage workers. As documented above, fewer lower-wage workers 

have access to employer-provided health insurance. But for those who work at firms with large 

numbers of low-wage workers, the share of premiums paid by workers is on average quite a bit 

 
54 Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020. Employer Health Benefits Survey. 
55 Rae, Copeland and Cox 2019. “Tracking the rise in premium contributions and cost-sharing for familes with large 
employer coverage,” Peterson-KFF Health System Tracker, August 14. 
https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/brief/tracking-the-rise-in-premium-contributions-and-cost-sharing-for-families-
with-large-employer-coverage/  
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higher, at 41 percent (for family coverage), than the share paid by workers at other firms, at 30 

percent.56 

Perhaps no one individual did more to change the employment contract in the 1980s than 

Jack Welch, CEO of General Electric. Welch embodied the spirit of the changing employer-

employee relationship. In his own words, Welch pooh-poohed job security and the “contracts” 

between employers and workers (at large firms) that had prevailed to that point: 

“Any organization that thinks it can guarantee job security is going down a dead end. Only 
satisfied customers can give people job security. Not companies. That reality puts an end to 
the implicit contracts that corporations once had with their employees. Those ‘contracts’ 
were based on perceived lifetime employment and produced a paternal, feudal, fuzzy kind of 
loyalty… I wanted to create a new contract, making GE jobs the best in the world for 
people willing to compete. If they signed up, …We’d do everything to give them the skills to 
have ‘lifetime employability,’ even if we couldn’t guarantee them ‘lifetime employment.”57 

 

Clearly not a fan of the “paternal, feudal, fuzzy” working arrangements that prevailed at larger 

corporations in the 1950s and 1960s, Welch worked to streamline the company, eliminate 

unnecessary bureaucracy, and ensure that GE was famously first or second in any markets in which 

it operated. He also presided over a massive reduction in GE’s workforce in the early 1980s, just in 

time for the 1981-82 recession. Tens of thousands of workers were fired—from plants in Louisville, 

Kentucky; Pittsfield, Massachusetts; and Erie Pennsylvania, among others—leaving those former 

industrial cities in depressions that would last for decades.58 To be sure, Welch was not to blame for 

the change in global competition for GE’s products, or for the national economic decline, but he 

played a critical role in shifting the company’s attitude of responsibility for its workers.59  

These data and stories reflect the increasing challenges faced by millions of workers at the 

low end of the earnings scale now versus then. These changes did not happen by accident. They 

were instead the result of a set of decisions by countless companies, who have adopted the business 

model of service to shareholders first, ruthlessly cutting costs with little regard for the consequences 

for workers. As Irwin and Wartzman write, this strategy has brought efficiency and profits to the 

 
56 Kaiser Health Network 2019, “As Health Care Costs Rise, Workers at Low-Wage Firms May Pay a Larger Share,” 
September 25. https://khn.org/news/health-care-costs-employer-survey-workers-at-lower-wage-firms-may-have-higher-
costs/  
57 As quoted in Wartzman, op cit., p. 252-253. 
58 See Kodrzycki and Muñoz (2009) for a description of the 50-year history of post-industrial cities, with lessons for 
successful redevelopment. 
59 Wartzman, op cit., pp. 245-247. 
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firms (and their shareholders), but it also contributes to the hopeless situations that many working 

poor face. 

As longstanding as this norm has now been, some recent data suggest that workers are 

beginning to reach their breaking point. In the fall of 2021, “quits”—voluntary departures from 

employment—reached a record high of 2.9 percent of those employed in August.60 Massive 

voluntary departures imply rising confidence among employed workers that they can readily find 

another job, presumably with better wages, benefits and overall work conditions. Time will tell if 

quits produce those outcomes for workers. Paul Krugman notes that, coincident with the rise in 

quits, employers “aren’t just whining about labor shortages,” they have increased pay for leisure and 

hospitality workers: Average hourly earnings for these workers are now 12 percent above their 

February 2020 pre-pandemic level.61  

 

Other signs of brokenness 

While the first three sections of this chapter focus on three of the most obvious signs of 

brokenness—overall and racial income inequality, overall and racial wealth inequality, and a host of 

poor working conditions among the working poor—the list of indicators is in fact enormous. For 

the balance of this chapter, I will touch briefly on other indicators that suggest something is not 

right. 

 

The distribution of housing 

Many of us, myself included, take for granted that we will have access to safe, affordable, 

stable housing. But as the data presented earlier in this chapter on income relative to budgets 

suggests, good housing is out of reach for many. Matthew Desmond’s compelling work on the 

instability of housing for low-income families provides first-hand evidence of the precarious housing 

reality for too many in the U.S.62 As that book makes clear (in large part by negative example), 

housing is a necessary prerequisite for any chance at a stable and secure economic life. Constant 

 
60 The data have been collected only since 2000, so it is difficult to compare this rate of quits to what might have been in 
much earlier episodes. 
61 See Paul Krugman (2021), “The Revolt of the American Worker,” New York Times, October 14. Earnings data from 
FRED (FRB St. Louis), average hourly earnings for leisure and hospitality workers, CES7000000008. 
 
62 Desmond, Matthew 2016. Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City. 



disruptions to one’s place of residence make working, child-rearing and health care grueling 

struggles.63  

Between 2000 and 2016, roughly 1 in 40 renting households were evicted each year. For 

example, in 2016, a total of 2.4 million eviction filings resulted in just under 900 thousand evictions, 

producing filing and eviction rates of 6.1% and 2.3% respectively. To put this in perspective, the 

number of evicted per year is roughly equal to the number of foreclosures nationally during the 

financial crisis. Evictions are thus an every-year, ongoing financial crisis for low-income renters.  

Evictions rose at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in many states. In general, the 

institution of eviction moratoriums at the federal and state level stabilized eviction rates, but in the 

few months following the lifting of many of these moratoria, evictions have again trended upward.64 

The statistics on housing affordability are equally sobering. The following chart breaks down 

the percentage of households, by race, ethnicity and income category, for whom housing costs 

represent less than 30 percent, 30-50 percent, or greater than 50 percent of household income.65  

  
Greater than 60 percent of all households earning less than $20,000 paid housing costs in excess of 

50 percent of their household income in 2019. The percentages are higher for Black and Hispanic 

households. Less than 12 percent of Hispanics spend 50 percent or less of their income on housing 

for this lowest income range. Forty-three percent of Hispanics in this lowest income range pay 100 

 
63 A number of studies posted at The Eviction Lab (https://evictionlab.org/updates/research/ ) highlight the effects of 
eviction on children, from newborns to school-age. 
64 The “Eviction Tracker” at the Eviction Lab’s website provides details for six states and 31 cities. 
https://evictionlab.org/eviction-tracking/ 
65 Data from the Census Bureau’s American Housing Survey, 2019. https://www.census.gov/programs-
surveys/ahs.html . Note that data for Black families is not available at the detailed level. The blue bar presents the mean 
percentage of household income for Blacks in the income category indicated. 
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percent or more of their household income on housing costs (not shown in the chart).66 For 

households in the next higher income range ($20k-$30k), Blacks and Hispanics still pay between 40 

and 50 percent of their household income for housing.  

 The outcomes for housing reflect the effects of households living on the edge. More than 

one-half million Americans were homeless in 2020. Roughly 40 percent of those were living on the 

streets; the remainder lived in temporary housing. African-Americans and Hispanics were 

disproportionately represented among the homeless, at 39.4 and 22.5 percent respectively. 

According to HUD data from 2020, about 1 in 5 homeless people had a severe mental illness, and 1 

in 6 suffered from chronic substance abuse. Other sources place the fraction with substance abuse at 

closer to one-third. All of these numbers likely undercount the true population, given the difficulties 

in finding all those without fixed residences.67 

 For those in lower income categories who have housing, the quality of housing that is 

available to them is often poor. According to the 2019 American Housing Survey, nine and seven 

percent of houses were deemed “severely” or “moderately” inadequate for households with income 

in the $0-20,000 and $20-30,000 range, respectively. Across all income categories, Blacks and 

Hispanics are 40 to 70 percent more likely to live with inadequate housing than whites. Inadequacies 

range from problems with plumbing, heating, and electric to maintenance and other issues (e.g. pest 

problems, holes in floors).68 

 These data make it abundantly clear that access to housing is a significant challenge for low-

income families. Recall the typical household budgets presented at the beginning of this chapter. 

These families are not close to “making ends meet,” given the other expenditures they must make 

on food, clothing, child care, health care and transportation. Housing costs pose a constant strain on 

their meager resources. 

But housing stress by this measure also shows differences across race and ethnicity. The data 

above cannot parse the underlying reasons for these differences, but the historical and economic 

record on systemic discrimination in housing is clear. From government agency “redlining” of 

communities to neighborhood “covenants” that prohibited families of color from living in specific 

neighborhoods to significantly unequal access to mortgage credit, families of color have long been 

denied the opportunity to live in safe and affordable housing. We will return to this issue in chapter 

 
66 Government transfers must of course make up the difference between their income and their housing (and other) 
expenses. 
67 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2021. 
68 American Housing Survey (2019), Housing Quality Data. 



XX when we discuss the many ways in which the economy has been constructed to divide 

opportunity between the haves and the have-nots. 

This brief summary in no way is meant to diminish the importance of safe, stable and 

affordable housing to economic success. Housing is indeed “foundational.” It is simply not readily 

available to all families, as it should be. 

 

Uneven access to health care 

Even though health insurance is largely provided by employers, employment is not a 

guaranteed path to insurance. While 83 percent of those with private insurance have employer-

sponsored health insurance, workers’ access through their employers differs dramatically depending 

on their wage level, as shown in chart XX above. Of course, the strong employment linkage also 

means that losing a job often means losing health care. The growth in employer-provided health care 

began post WW-II when labor was in short supply and (no doubt related) wages were frozen to 

avoid a postwar inflationary spiral. To attract workers, businesses competed by offering generous 

health insurance benefits. The later establishment of employer-provided insurance as a non-taxable 

employee benefit made employer-provide health insurance even more attractive to employers.69  

Disparities in access to health care have produced significantly different outcomes across 

income, race and ethnicity. Mortality rates show significant differences across high-level race and 

ethnic categories, as indicated in the left panel below.70 Blacks are significantly more likely to make 

visits to the emergency room (ER) than white non-Hispanics or Hispanics.71 

 

 
69 See Carroll (2017) for a discussion of the history of employer-provided health care. See also the Niskanen Center 
report (2018) for a discussion of the drawbacks to employer-provided health care, including “job lock” (discouraging 
movement from one job to another), inequity (the issue demonstrated in chart XX above), and the difficulties of self-
insuring, which was practiced by almost 80 percent of companies with more than 200 employees as of 2017. 
70 CDC, National Vital Statistics Report for 2019 (2021). 
71 CDC, Emergency Department Visit Rates by Selected Characteristics, 2018. 
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Maternal mortality rates show a similar pattern, with non-Hispanic whites registering an 18 per 

100,000 rate, non-Hispanic Blacks a 44 per 100,000 rate, and Hispanics a 13 per 100,000 rate.72 The 

expectation of remaining life by current age also shows a similar pattern for the latest (2018) data 

from the CDC. Hispanics and whites can expect longer lives than Blacks at each age.73 

 
Case and Deaton (2017) find that age-specific mortality rates have risen strikingly for white, 

non-Hispanic middle-aged Americans over the past two decades. They stress that this rise is not well 

explained by current income or wealth, but instead reflects the “cumulative disadvantage from one birth 

cohort to the next—in the labor market, in marriage and child outcomes, and in health—[which] is 

triggered by progressively worsening labor market opportunities at the time of entry for whites with 

low levels of education.” This rise in midlife mortality came as declines in traditional middle-aged 

killers, such as cancer and heart disease, were offset by increases in “deaths of despair,” such as drug 

overdoses, suicides, and alcohol-related deaths. By 2010, white non-Hispanics with high school 

education or less aged 50-54 had a higher mortality rate than Black non-Hispanics of the same age 

(and any educational attainment).74 This pattern is not replicated in other developed economies, 

which show stable or declining mortality rates for the same demographic group. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted inequities in health outcomes by race and 

ethnicity. Data from the CDC demonstrates the disproportionate deaths from COVID-19 across 

racial and ethnic categories: 

 
72 CDC (2021), “Maternal Mortality Rates in the United States, 2019. 
73 CDC (2021), “United States Life Tables, 2018.”   
74 Case and Deaton (2017). 
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These data, which adjust the death rates for the difference in the age distribution across racial and 

ethnic categories, find disproportionately high rates of death from COVID-19 for Hispanics and 

non-Hispanic Blacks—their share of deaths from COVID (the red bars) exceeds their 

representation in the population (the blue bars). The opposite is true for non-Hispanic white deaths, 

where their share of deaths is lower than their representation in the population.75  

Medicaid, which is designed to provide health care for poorer families, has been rationed in 

some states, despite the passage of the federally-funded Medicaid expansion that is part of the 

Affordable Care Act. Eleven of fifty states have not yet adopted the expansion, and many of those 

rank among the lowest per capita income states in the country.76 
States that have not yet adopted Medicaid expansion (November 2021) 

State Per capita income ranking State Per capita income ranking 

Mississippi 1 Texas 26 

Alabama 3 Kansas 27 

South Carolina 7 Florida 28 

Tennessee 13 South Dakota 34 

Georgia 16 Wyoming  36 

Wisconsin 24   

 

Both income and race/ethnicity are associated with distinctly different health outcomes, 

according to the most recent data. In general, lower-income families and families of color have 

poorer access to important health care benefits, and Black families experience higher death rates, 

higher maternal mortality, more frequent ER rates, and lower life expectancy than their white and 

 
75 Source: Centers for Disease Control (2020), “Disparities in Deaths from COVID-19,” December 10. 
76 Kaiser Family Foundation (2021), “Status of Medicaid Expansion Decisions,” https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-
brief/status-of-state-medicaid-expansion-decisions-interactive-map/  Per capita income data from the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis, personal income per capita by state. 
https://apps.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?reqid=70&step=1&acrdn=2   

https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/status-of-state-medicaid-expansion-decisions-interactive-map/
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/status-of-state-medicaid-expansion-decisions-interactive-map/
https://apps.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?reqid=70&step=1&acrdn=2


Hispanic counterparts. Case and Deaton’s findings suggest that for some poorer and less-educated 

white families, the grind of living in poverty has caught up in recent decades with their health, 

triggering a raft of “deaths of despair.” Overall, the differences in health outcomes provide another 

clear sign that all is not well in our economy. Access and outcomes vary a lot. The basic level of 

security that good healthcare should provide is simply out of reach for so many families. 

 

Broken schoolhouses 

 In the early 20th century, the U.S. embarked on a project to bring secondary school education 

to the youth of every state in the union, well in advance of most other Western nations. In 1910, 9 

percent of 18-year olds had high school diplomas. By 1940, more than 50 percent had earned the 

parchment, and the rate climbed to nearly 80 percent by 1980.77 By many estimates, the return to 

high-school (and higher) education is substantial, and has likely increased in recent decades. That 

investment has paid off. 

 It has paid off, that is, for those who have access to good-quality secondary schools. Test 

scores, an imperfect but not uninformative measure of school performance, show significant and 

persistent gaps across races and ethnicities. As an example, Massachusetts, a state with very high per-

pupil expenditures and very high overall educational performance, still exhibits a 25 to 30-percentage 

point gap in reading for both Black and Latino pupils relative to whites, both at the 4th grade and the 

8th grade level. And the gap is a bit higher for math scores, at both grade levels.78  

The same gaps are evident in SAT scores, with the average white student’s SAT math score 

93 points above the average Black student’s; on the positive side, that gap narrowed from 106 points 

in 2002. Fewer than 30 percent of both Hispanic or Latino and Black students met the College 

Board’s “college readiness” benchmarks for math scores in 2020, versus about 60 percent for whites 

and 80 percent for Asians.79 Data from the Department of Education finds a rising performance gap 

between economically disadvantaged and other students for the years 2011-2019, both for math and 

for reading.80 Importantly, Andre Perry cautions that “Standardized tests are better proxies for how 

many opportunities a student has been afforded than they are predictors for students’ potential.” 

 
77 Goldin and Katz (2009).  
78 National Assessmente of Educational Progress scores collected from BrightBeam: Why Proficiency Matters, 
https://whyproficiencymatters.org/Massachusetts . New York and California display similar gaps. Texas’s gaps are a bit 
smaller, especially at the 8th grade level, with gaps centering on the mid 20s.  
79 Smith and Reeves 2020, Brookings Institution. 
80 Department of Education Data Express, https://eddataexpress.ed.gov/dashboard/title-i-part-a?sy=2674&s=1035  

https://whyproficiencymatters.org/Massachusetts
https://eddataexpress.ed.gov/dashboard/title-i-part-a?sy=2674&s=1035


Like household wealth, performance on standardized tests reflects the cumulative effect of decades 

of generational outcomes for a family’s employment, income, housing and wealth accumulation, 

shaping the opportunities that students have to succeed on such tests.81  

 High school graduation rates vary by race, ethnicity, and income status, for all states. The 

next chart displays the U.S. averages, and documents the 8 to 10 percentage point shortfalls of 

Black, Hispanic and low-income students relative to their white counterparts. There is significant 

 
variation across states, with the lowest overall graduation rates in Washington, D.C. and New 

Mexico. The luck of geography matters to educational attainment as well. 

 There remains significant debate about how best to address these gaps in educational 

attainment. It is well known that spending per pupil varies considerably across communities and 

states. The highest-spending states—Washington D.C., New York, New Jersey, Vermont and 

Wyoming—all exceed $20,000 per pupil. The lowest—Arizona, Idaho, Missisippi, North Carolina, 

Oklahoma and Utah—spend less than $10,000 per pupil.82 To be sure, regional variations in teacher 

salaries and other costs account for some of the variation. But those registering the highest and 

lowest expenditures per pupil do not fall neatly into high- and low-cost categories. Spending within 

states and school districts also varies considerably. A recent study found that spending on 

communities with higher proportions of poor and minority students was in fact higher than in other 

 
81 Andre Perry (2019), The Hechinger Report, published by the Brookings Institution. 
82 National Center for Education Statistics (2021). Expenditure data for the 2016-17 school year. 
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d19/tables/dt19_236.75.asp 
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districts. The authors hypothesized that parents in school districts with larger proportions of poor 

and minority students were better able to advocate for additional spending.83  

So would equalizing spending help to close these educational attainment gaps? While still an 

area of active research, the best research to date indicates that spending really does make a difference 

to long-term outcomes. Key school inputs that rose with increased spending include reductions in 

student-teacher ratios, increased teacher salaries, and longer school years.84 

 

Broken prison system 

This is well-researched and well-trodden ground, and I have little to add to the discussion, 

except to make sure that all readers of this book are aware of the key features of our nation’s prison 

system.  

First, we are not in good company when it comes to the size of our prison population, currently 

at over 2 million. When we include those in the U.S. who are on parole or on probation, the number 

more than triples.85 Data for 2021 show us to be global leaders in prisoners per capita. There are 

simply no other high-income nations anywhere near us in the rankings.86 We significantly exceed the 

numbers for countries like Rwanda, Cuba and the Russian Federation. China and Iran don’t even 

make the top 30 list. Germany has one-tenth the incarceration rate of the U.S.; France has one-

seventh the per capita rate, and Italy one-eighth.87 Something has gone terribly wrong here. 

 

 
83 Edjemyr and Shores (2017).  
84 See Rucker Johnson and Kirabo Jackson 2021; Johnson, Jackson and Picaro (2016).  
85 Alexander (2010), p. 76. 
86 Data retrieved from Statista, 2021. Original source: prisonstudies.org.  
87 World Prison Brief (2021), country data. https://www.prisonstudies.org/map/europe 
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How did this happen? Michelle Alexander’s groundbreaking work on the systematic 

incarceration of young black males makes it clear that this was an intended outcome from the “War 

on Drugs” that began in 1982, and culminated in a seven-fold increase in the U.S. prison population, 

with drug-related convictions accounting for the majority of that increase.88 Today, 38 percent of 

inmates are Black, and 30 percent are Hispanic, the preponderance of both of those male, well in 

excess of their representation in the general population.89 Forty-six percent of those currently 

incarcerated were convicted of drug offenses, more than twice the share of any other crime category.  

While most of the drug offenses are minor90, the lifetime implications are not. As Alexander 

documents, lives can be forever changed by conviction for (or plea bargaining to confess to) a minor 

drug offense. Offenders lose eligibility for food stamps, lose the right to vote (for twelve years), and 

may be evicted from public housing and lose their jobs. Because of CORI requirements, finding a 

new job often proves very difficult.91  

It is thus not hard to imagine how incarceration for a relatively minor offense can spiral into 

a lifetime of low or non-employment, poverty and homelessness, with restricted access to the public 

supports that help others to survive. These choices that we as a nation have made have had a 

profound influence on the economic and social outcomes for millions of adults, largely Black males. 

It cannot be right, yet it persists to this day.   

 

Who runs this economy? A broken pattern of firm ownership and control 

The representation of women and minorities on Boards of Directors in the U.S. has been 

woefully low since the beginning of time. Some companies have made progress as Boards turn over, 

bringing on more women and people of color. But as of 2020, the composition of Boards still looks 

lopsidedly white and male. A recent Deloitte report on the Fortune 500 companies shows women 

filling only 26.5 percent of Board seats, minorities holding 17.5 percent, with Blacks and Latinos 

under-represented at 11.4 and 4.7 percent, respectively. Minority women make up less than 6 

percent of Board members among these large companies. Companies are still run mostly by men, 

 
88 Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness. (2010) 
89 Federal Bureau of Prisons, as of October 30, 2021. https://www.bop.gov/about/statistics/statistics_inmate_race.jsp 
90 Human Rights Watch estimated in 1999 that 89 percent of repeat drug offenders were convicted of minor crimes, for 
possession, intent to sell, with “small amounts of drugs.” https://www.hrw.org/legacy/campaigns/drugs/ny-drugs.htm  
91 CORI stands for “criminal offender record information,” and is often required as part of a background check prior to 
employment. Some states have enacted legislation to limit or prohibit employers from inquiring about criminal history as 
a prerequisite for employment. 

https://www.hrw.org/legacy/campaigns/drugs/ny-drugs.htm


and mostly by white members.92 These numbers have improved, but only very gradually, since the 

study began tracking in 2004. And the picture does not improve if we look below the largest 

corporations: among the 3,000 largest publicly-trade companies, ethnic and racial minorities make up 

12.5 percent of directors as of 2020.93 

The picture is not improved when we look at the top executives in US firms. A 2020 study 

from the Stanford Business School finds that only 25 percent of all C-suite positions in the Fortune 

100 companies are held by women, and women are under-represented in C-suite positions that are 

typical feeders for the CEO position (“profit centers,” versus support roles such as HR and general 

counsel). Eight percent of these companies’ CEOs are female, up from 2 percent in 2008. Racial and 

ethnic diversity is worse. Nine percent of CEOs are ethnic minorities, up from 4 percent in 2008. 

Only four CFOs are not white, and 16 percent of all C-suite positions are held by racially diverse 

executives.94 It’s fairly clear that women and minorities do not have equal opportunity when it 

comes to running our economy’s companies, either as directors or as top executives. 

Entrepreneurship among people of color remains a challenge as well. The Census Bureau’s 

most recent (2019) American Business Survey finds huge disparities by gender, race and ethnicity. 

 
To begin with, ownership is disproportionately male (61 percent) and non-minority (81 percent). But 

conditional on ownership, revenue, employment and payroll expense all go disproportionately to 

 
92 Deloitte “Missing Pieces” Report, 2021.  
93 Peter Eavis, “Diversity Push Barely Budgets Corporate Boards to 12.5%, Survey Finds,” New York Times, September 7, 
2021. 
94 David Larcker and Brian Tayan (2020). 
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male and white non-Hispanic owners.95 Recent research by the National Community Reinvestment 

Coalition reports that Black-owned businesses are more likely to operate in the South where 

incomes are lower, in sectors associated with lower revenue generation and profitability, with less 

family wealth to bring to the business, and less ready access to financial capital. 

  In sum, the answer to the question “Who runs this economy?” is “affluent white males,” 

who most often come from advantaged backgrounds, with family wealth to bring to the table.  

 

Broken banks and financial markets 

As I will discuss in Chapter 5, depository institutions and financial markets have the 

potential to cause tremendous harm to the general population, as they did during the Financial Crisis 

and Great Recession of 2007-2009. Prior to this turbulent episode, it is not clear that the largest 

financial institutions took this possibility seriously.  

But in non-crisis times, the banking system does not serve all populations equally. The 

Federal Reserve’s Report on the Economic Well-Beind of U.S. Households in 2019 shows that the 

probability of being unbanked (households with no checking, savings or money market account) or 

underbanked (households with a bank account, but also using non-traditional financial services such 

as payday loans, pawn shops or check-cashing services) varies considerably by income and 

race/ethnicity.96 Household income under $40,000, lower educational attainment, and Blacks and 

Hispanics all show much lower connection to the traditional banking system.  

 
95 Census Bureau, Annual Business Survey, 2021 (covers 2019 survey results).  
96 Report on the Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households (SHED) in 2019 (May 2020).  



 
 Access to credit—prudent borrowing for homeownership, auto ownership, education—is  

similarly segmented across racial and ethnic categories. A landmark study by economists at the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston found significant evidence of discrimination in mortgage lending in 

the early 1990s.97 That study used all of the information about borrowers that was available to the 

loan officer to estimate the probability of rejection for a mortgage application.98 The study found 

that after controlling for everything that was recorded in the loan file, the probability was still 

significantly affected by the race and ethnicity of the applicant. A follow-up study has not been 

conducted, so we do not know if that behavior has changed over the past 30 years. 

 Researchers at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York produce a “Credit Insecurity Index,” 

which combines data for a community on the proportion of those without access to credit with data 

on credit stresses for those who do have access. Credit stresses include over-use of credit limits, very 

low (“subprime”) credit scores, and consistently delinquent payment history. The index allows one 

to track credit stresses across counties and time. The most recent data for 2020 reveals significant 

geographic differences in credit insecurity that tend to persist over time. States with the most 

insecure counties cluster in the mid-South, Southeast and parts of the Southwest. The map below, 

 
97 See Munnell, Tootell, Browne and McEneaney 1996.  
98 Because the information was not available in machine-readable form at the time, the staff at the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Boston hand entered all of the information from the loan file for each loan, a massive undertaking involving many 
research assistants and many months.  
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using data from the fourth quarter of 2018, shows the same pattern. The most credit-insecure 

counties are those shaded in pink and magenta. 99 

  
 As I will discuss in Chapter 5, the financial sector provides essential services to many 

households and businesses—they serve as a safe place to deposit earnings and from which to 

conduct transactions, and they provide loans to individuals and businesses that are essential to 

everyday life and business. But access to these basic services is clearly unequal across income and 

racial/ethnic categories, as well as across geographies. Of course, some of the geographic differences 

are likely explained by differences across these locations in income and accumulated wealth. But if 

so, when then are income, wealth and credit access disparities so concentrated in these locations? 

What is it about our system that delivers such different results based on zip code? 

 

Non-participants in the labor force 

As suggested in the section above on the characteristics of low-wage jobs, conditions for 

working poor families are bad enough. But many other workers make at best tenuous connections to 

 
99 Hamdani, Mills, Reyes and Battitso (2019), Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Map from p. 14.  



the labor force, and spend much of their time officially out of the labor force, although they may 

very well wish to be employed.100  

The table below provides a quick snapshot of the numbers of people who fall into a variety 

of categories that are officially out of the labor force.101 Those who are “marginally attached” would 

like to work, but have not looked for work in the past 4 weeks (they must have looked in the past 12 

months). The “other persons” category includes people who are attending to family responsibilities, 

in school or training, suffer from ill health or disability, or have difficulty finding employmenet for 

some other reason such as child-care and transportation problems.  

The point of this table is simply that apart from those who are counted as unemployed, and 

apart from those who are working but in low-wage, jobs with poor working conditions, another 7 

million are officially out of the labor force, but would like to work. Some of these might well be 

gainfully employed if our economy were structured differently.102  

 

Persons “not in the labor force” per BLS definition, 2020 (millions) 

Category Number % of NILF 

Persons who currently want a job 7.1 5.4 

    Marginally attached, available to work 2.0 1.4 

        Discouraged over job prospects 0.6 0.3 

        Other persons marginally attached 1.4 1.1 

Memo: Total not in the labor force 99.6 100 

 

The uneven burden of the costs of climate change 

This is hardly a book about climate change. And yet it’s impossible to completely ignore the 

topic in a book that focuses on unequal opportunity and outcomes. 

The Fourth National Climate Assessment notes in its summary findings, under 

“Communities,” that with respect to the impacts of climate change,  

 
100 The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) counts an individual as in the labor force if they are employed, or unemployed 
but actively searching for work. All others are not in the labor force. Many life-cycle reasons lead people to stay out of 
the labor force—those who are retired, or are pursuing education or training, or are disabled. But many others have had 
great difficulty finding employment, and have given up looking, or look much less intensively. In the language of the 
BLS, they become “discouraged workers” or “marginally attached” workers. 
101 Bureau of Labor Statistics (2021), https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t16.htm  
102 See Hornstein, Kudlyak and Lange for an alternative to the traditional unemployment rate that captures the potential 
workers in these categories that the BLS considers “out of the labor force.” 
https://www.richmondfed.org/research/national_economy/non_employment_index  

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t16.htm
https://www.richmondfed.org/research/national_economy/non_employment_index


“Impacts within and across regions will not be distributed equally. People who are already 
vulnerable, including lower-income and other marginalized communities, have lower 
capacity to prepare for and cope with extreme weather and climate-related events and are 
expected to experience greater impacts. Prioritizing adaptation actions for the most 
vulnerable populations would contribute to a more equitable future within and across 
communities.”103 

 
The report’s concern for vulnerable communities includes special attention to indigenous peoples, 

who are often disproportionately “reliant on natural resources for their economic, cultural and 

physical well-being and are often uniquely affected by climate change.” 

 It is clear to the authors of this Assessment that climate change will affect populations 

differently, and correspondingly, we should focus more of our resources on preparing these 

communities for the effects climate change will wreak on them. Even here, opportunity is far from 

equal. That’s how we do it. 

 

 
 

 
103 Fourth National Climate Assessment, 2018. https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/ 


